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Indicator CodesQuick Start

Turn On/Off:  Light flashes 5x times. The Light color 
is  based on current voltage level.

Chamber Connected:  The light is solid for 1s. The
light color is based on the current voltage level.

Switching Voltage Settings:  Light solid for 1s. 
The Lights color is based on the current voltage level.

Working:  Light breathes in color of currents
voltage level.

Vaping Overtime (20/30s): light flashes 5x times. 
The light color is based on current battery life.

Charging:  The light breathes in color of current 
battery life.

Fully Charged:  Light off.

Short Circuit:  4 red light flashes.

Open Circuit:  3 white light flashes.

Low Voltage: 10 red light flashes.

Indicator Codes

 · Heating Chamber: Clean it with DAB WIPES 
    brand cotton swabs in 99% isopropyl alcohol, 
    or soak it in 99% isopropyl alcohol. Dry it 
    completely and heat  it with the    device to 
    vaporize all the residuals.  

 · Battery:
 
Turn off the battery. Remove the     

    connect ring, then clean it and the battery     
    with q-tip or alcohol pad.

 · Airflow Path:
 
Turn off the battery. Clean it 

    with cleaning brush dipped in isopropyl alcohol.

 · Glass Mouthpiece, Airflow Controlling Unit, WPA,
    Nector Collector Tip & Heat Insulated Cap:  
    Soak it in  99% isopropyl alcohol and dry it

completely.

 · Consumable items and attachments (including 
    but not limited to: mouthpiece, heating coil or 
    chamber) are not covered, and can only be 
    replaced if they are not working out of the box.

3. In no event will 710 Life and 710 Life
    distributors be liable for any CONSEQUENTIAL 
    or INCIDENTIAL damage arising from the use 

    any misuse of the product or batteries.

repairs carried by third parties;women, and not for persons with or at risk of 
diseases like heart disease, high blood pressure, 
diabetes, mental disease, etc.

710 Life products are not intended to diagnose, 
treat, cure, or prevent any disease or medical 
condition. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking 
medication for a medical condition, or suspect you 
have a medical condition, please consult your 
physician before using any 710 Life product.

Warranty Terms
710 Life provides repairs or replacements to the 
original purchase of 710 Life products under
warranty pursuant to the following terms and 
conditions: 

1. This warranty provides free repairs or 
    replacements for defective 710 Life branded 

2. The following circumstances are NOT covered:

 · The warranty card and the original receipt of     
    purchase are not provided;

 · Any damage caused by improper operation or 
    unauthorized maintenance and repair;

 · Merchandise failure or damage caused by use 
    with non-710 Life branded components or by 

710 Life products are not intended for persons 
who are not in legal smoking age according to the 
state and/or federal law, not for non-smokers, 
children, pregnant women and breast-feeding 

Warning

 ·  The device is ONLY intended for use with  
    concentrates.

 ·  Do NOT use the device while charging.
 ·  Do NOT touch the heating chamber when using 
    or right after using. Allow several minutes for 
    the chamber to cool down after using.

 ·  Clean the device regularly.
 ·  Do NOT overload the chamber.

 ·  Do NOT dry fire the chamber consecutively.

 ·  Keep the device away from any environment 
    with high temperature, high humidity, 
    flammable or combustible materials, strong 
    acids, water or other liquid.

 ·  Keep away from any person under legal     
    smoking age, and pets.
 ·  Improper use, disassembly, or modifications to 
    the device voids the warranty and could cause 
    damage or physical harm.
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Dab Pen Mode

Twist off the airflow controlling unit and WPA, 
and screw the glass mouthpiece on the top and 
airflow controlling unit on the bottom.

Cleaning Oil Star Unit & Parts
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Assemble the OIL STAR as shown below.

Insert your OIL STAR into the female joint of your
water pipe.  
Click the button twice or hold the button
down to heat up your atomizer (nail)
The OIL STAR indicator light breathes when the
device is working.  Wait 2-3 seconds and then
inhale to consume concentrate medication.  Press
the airflow control unit (carb cap) to let more air in
when needed.

Switching Between Modes

USE the description and photos under each mode 
to help you determine how to assemble your OIL 
STAR.  Our design allows for various methods to 
be used depending on your application.

Screw glass
mouthpiece  on

Twist off airflow 
controlling unit 

and screw it
on the bottom

Assemble the OIL STAR as show below.

The OIL STAR indicator light breathes when the
device is working.  Touch hot nector collector tip 
onto concentrate to consume your medication.  

Assemble the OIL STAR as show below.

Place your concentrate medication into the atmoizer 
and replace the top glass mouthpiece. Start up your
OIL STAR and watch for the indicator light which 
breathes when the device is working.  

warranty cases. 710 Life may interpret and revise 
the content of the warranty terms. For more 

our website www.420life.com.

710 Life reserves the right of final decision in all

Remove the heat-insulated 
cap, and load the chamber 
with concentrates.

Quickly click the button 5 times to turn on 
the device, then click 3 more times to circle 
through voltage settings and select the 
voltage you prefer.

of the product,nor for injury to any person,or


